Homer Kim and Ed Hawkins Are Stars as Engineers Upset Huskies in Lively Contest

Playing their best game in a many a year, Technology's soccer team defeated the200-pound sled of a 192-pound man in a fought battle. With the odds against them, the Cardinal and Grey starters worked the ball through the huskies goal team and scored four goals. The first two quarter was a dead loss for the huskies as they could not get even a foothold on the ball. The huskies showed a great defensive effort, but they could not stop the technological offense of Edgeworth. A team effort in the first half, the huskies were able to get two goals, but their defensive efforts were not enough to take the lead. In the second half, the huskies fought back, but the technological offense was too strong, and they were unable to score. The final score was 4-2, with Technology winning the contest.

YEARLING SOCCER MEN TIE ANDOVER

Freemost's Opening Game of the Season was against Soggy Field

Technology's inexperienced freshman team ran into a wall of an Andover eleven to a scoreless tie in the opening game of Technology's season. After several scoreless periods and many exciting shots, the ball did not get past the goals of the opposing team. The game was played to a draw, with both teams showing good defensive effort. The game was a good test for both teams, and it provided a valuable experience for the young players.

Weight Advantage of Opponents Tends to Handicap for Sophomores

Playing together for the first time as a team, the Sophomore Football team lost to the Keene Normal College for the first time at Keene, New Hampshire. The final score was 12-0, with Keene keeping up a perfect defense. The Sophomore team showed good effort, but they were unable to score. The game was a good test for both teams, and it provided a valuable experience for the young players.

FRESHMEN CREW

All freshmen who wish to substitute for the crew for Physical Training must sign up on Mr. Carly's office, 705 Walker, before Oct 15th.

FOOTBALL

BASKET BALL, TENNIS, GOLF

and all outdoor and indoor sports and games
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Get Acquainted Week

You can be the judge as to our prices. FOR THIS WEEK ONLY, we will give you a 15% DISCOUNT on ALL STATIONERY.

Ask for it!

ALLEN STATIONERY CO.


HERRICK PHONES

470-0851

ALWAYS THE BEST SEATS

Copley Square

KENmore

THE CARTER PEN

Try this Cambridge-made Pen at

TELEGRAPH COOP.